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Abstract

This paper discusses the present status of applications of nucleonic gauges for control in present
commercial use. Then the use of Monte Carlo simulation is briefly discussed for providing accurate models of
the various nucleonic gauges for purposes of calibration (or interpretation), error analysis, and design. The use
of dual-gauge methods with the Measurement Chi-Square (MCS) approach for minimising or eliminating
measurement interferences is described with particular reference to the measurement of aluminium sheet
thickness independent of alloy composition. Finally, the future evolution of nucleonic gauges for control in the
USA is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The nucleonic control system (NCS) industry in the USA is a very mature one that has
evolved from the availability of radioisotopes produced initially in governmental nuclear
reactors used in either the atomic bomb or nuclear power development programs. In the USA
this industry has evolved with very little association with either university or government
laboratory research and development support — except for the lather's support in producing
radioisotope sources. Perhaps partially for this reason this industry is very proprietary in
nature and very few technical articles with technical details have been published by USA
industries on NCS. For this reason it is difficult to assess the capability of the USA NCS
industry.

The author has tried in several ways to change the emphasis on this proprietary philosophy in
the USA NCS industry. Working with Dr. C.L. Dobbs (1997) of Alcoa, special technical
sessions, workshops, and panels have been organised for NCS in the aluminium thickness
measurement area. This has been done both at American Nuclear Society meetings and in the
three Topical Meetings on "Industrial radiation and radioisotope measurement applications"
(1988, 1992, 1996).

The present paper is the author's attempt to evaluate the present and evolving status of NCS in
the USA. It is largely based and prejudiced by personal experiences. Two recent publications
by the author are pertinent to the present paper. They are "Black Box Radiation Gauges and
Analyzers: Dream or Reality?" (Gardner, Guo, Ao, and Dobbs, 1997) which was given as a
plenary lecture at the third topical meeting on Industrial Radiation and Radioisotope
Measurement Applications in Raleigh October 6-9, 1996 and "Nuclear Radiation Gages and
Analyzers" (Gardner and Dobbs, 1998) which was an invited talk at ASNT's Advanced
School on Sensors for Process Monitoring and Quality Control in Banff June 26-30, 1995.
This latter talk will be published as a Chapter in an ASNT monograph which should be out
soon.
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2. GENERAL COMMENTS: CURRENT STATUS

The nucleonic control system (NCS) industry in the USA is apparently in good economic
health as ascertained simply by sales figures for sealed radioisotope sources. This is in spite
of increased regulation costs and poorer public relations that have probably been triggered
primarily by public concerns. Regulation costs will probably continue to increase — a recent
announcement (No. 98-53 of April 15, 1998) by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission details
additional regulatory measures for devices that contain radioactive material. We must hope
and work for a decrease in regulatory costs and a corresponding increase in regulatory
effectiveness so that this industry will maintain the position that its technical superiority
demands.

To provide background for a discussion of the current status of the NCS industry some
historical perspective is in order. In the USA a prime mover in the development of NCS was
the Isotopes and Radiation Division (IRD) of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. IRD
disappeared many years ago (more than 20), but was very influential for some time. A
number of industrial and not-for-profit companies (20 to 30) obtained research and
development contracts from IRD that contributed to the present status of the NCS industry.

Unfortunately (in the author's opinion), a large fraction of the research and development
contracts sponsored by IRD stressed application ideas that promised very novel or even
revolutionary end products that had very low probability of success. Very few projects were
funded that were involved with the orderly development of established application areas that
were known to be useful. This latter type of high success probability research would probably
have led to a greater confidence in these measurement techniques and, perhaps, to a different
type of researcher in this area.

At present in the USA NCS is controlled by an industry that is very proprietary in nature.
Good technical papers written by this industry that give technical details in an expository
style are very rare. The word "proprietary" appears to be used often by personnel of this
industry in answer to questions about how certain measurement interference problems are
being or have been solved. Because of this philosophy it is very difficult to assess just how
good NCS products are in the USA. It does appear to this author that the NCS hardware is
quite good in the USA. For the most part it is rugged and durable.

Other countries where the research and development on NCS products has been shared with
industry by either universities or government laboratories or both seem to have a healthier
atmosphere for NCS. Perhaps that is why public opinion in those countries is not as critical as
that in the USA. Association in the USA of public opinion with the nuclear power industry —
particularly in the waste disposal area — has probably also been detrimental.

One other criticism of the USA NCS industry is that it tends to produce only one-of-a-kind
devices which are to be applied to a wide range of applications. If that device will not work
for a particular application it is very difficult and expensive to develop an alternative device
that will. A company interested in such a device will probably have to pay almost all of the
developmental costs to an NCS company.

In spite of these criticisms the USA NCS industry appears to be healthy and strong. Nuclear
gauges are consistently being used for level and fill level control, for sheet thickness
measurement and control, for density and basis weight measurement and control, and for
binary composition measurement and control. All cigarette machines are controlled with beta-
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particle gauges, all paper machines are controlled with nuclear gauges, almost all metal sheet
thickness rolling mills are controlled with nuclear gauges, and fluid density nuclear gauges
are still very common in chemical, petrochemical, and mineral processing.

3. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Monte Carlo simulation of nuclear radiation measurement applications for design and
calibration purposes is fast emerging as standard procedure. This is personally gratifying to
the author since he has been a proponent of this for some time (Lippold, Carnesale, and
Gardner, 1969, Gardner and Verghese, 1983). A number of things have recently contributed
to this increased use including: (1) the general availability of excellent general purpose Monte
Carlo codes such as MCNP4B (Briesmeister, 1997) and ITS (Halbleib et al , 1992) that are
becoming more and more user friendly; (2) the recent availability of low-cost, high-
performance computers; and (3) the recent reported successes of Monte Carlo simulation in
such diverse fields as medical and industrial applications. It is likely that this trend will
continue as more and more researchers become aware of the benefits of this approach.

In the design of nuclear gauges Mickael et al. (1994) have demonstrated that the complete
design of a new oil well logging tool can be accomplished by Monte Carlo simulation —
thereby avoiding the excessive cost and time demands of an experimental program to
accomplish the same thing. It is likely that in the near future this will become relatively
common. Another area of general usefulness is in error analysis which is illustrated in the
work of Dobbs, et al. (1992) for the effect of position (passline) on sheet thickness
measurement with beta gauges.

Monte Carlo simulation in its simplest form (called analog Monte Carlo) consists of
simulating the actual paths of individual nuclear radiations by using random numbers
generated within the computer (these are actually pseud-random numbers) to make the
choices for the various stochastic processes that are involved. This includes: (1) directions of
emission or scatter; (2) distances to the next interaction site; and (3) type of interaction
(scatter or absorption). The usual final answer of such a simulation is the yield or number of
'successes' divided by the total number of histories (actual paths). For example, in a nuclear
radiation gauge simulation the yield will be the number of radiations detected divided by the
total number considered. When the yield is multiplied by the radiation source intensity, one
obtains the actual gauge response.

In most cases of practical interest the yield is very small- say 1 in 104 to 108. In this case
analog Monte Carlo is impractical even on the fastest computers because to obtain an answer
to within a 1% standard deviation at least 104 successes are required. Note that the statistics of
analog Monte Carlo predictions are Poisson distributed like radiation counting experiments.
Therefore, the standard deviation of the mean of a number of successes or counts is just the
square root of that number. So to obtain a standard deviation of 1% when the yield is 1 in 104

one must generate at least 108 histories within the computer when analog Monte Carlo is
used. This has led to the use of efficient variance reduction techniques in Monte Carlo
simulation which require fewer histories for adequate accuracy and allow one to solve the
many low yield problems that are encountered in a practical amount of computation time.

There are many types of variance reduction methods, but all involve changing the weight of
the nuclear radiation history in an appropriate way to compensate for doing something that is
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non-analog. The general purpose code MCNP is equipped with a very good general variance
reduction technique called 'weight windows'. In this approach an importance map is generated
and nuclear radiations are split when the nuclear radiation history weight is larger than the
upper window weight limit and Russian roulette is played when the weight is smaller than the
lower window weight limit. Splitting involves making the weight of the resulting split
radiations proportional to the reciprocal of the number of splits. Russian roulette involves
either killing the radiation entirely or increasing the weight of the radiation to the lower
weight window limit. This approach can lead to larger Figures of Merit (FOM) for the Monte
Carlo simulation by several orders of magnitude as compared to the analog case. The FOM is
the reciprocal of the relative standard deviation squared times the computer time required. So
a computation would take several orders of magnitude less computation time than that of the
analog case if the FOM is several orders of magnitude larger. This allows many of the
problems that are impractical for analog computation to be treated easily when appropriate
variance reduction is used. Recent papers by Liu and Gardner (1997a, 1997b) describe a
modification of MCNP4B that allows the use of a simpler and finer mesh importance map.
This approach increases the FOM by factors of four for a neutron oil well logging tool
simulation and a factor of six for a gamma ray tool. In addition the approach makes MCNP4B
much more user-friendly.

Another important aspect of Monte Carlo simulation is that it is intrinsically parallel. That is,
one can simultaneously run the same Monte Carlo simulation on any number of computers by
simply arranging to use a different set of random numbers on each computer. In that way the
total amount of required computation time for obtaining a given accuracy for a particular
problem is reduced directly by the number of computers of the same kind that are used in this
manner. This allows one to use the new PVM technique (Geist et al., 1994) for accessing a
number of computers. For example, many companies connect all their workstations in this
manner and then use them in parallel at night (when they are normally not used) for this type
of problem. One can easily pick up another order of magnitude in efficiency by using this
approach.

Unfortunately, there is no ideal introductory literature on Monte Carlo simulation that allows
one to begin using it with minimal effort. However, a number of references have introductory
chapters (Schaeffer, 1974; Manin, 1988; Jenkins et al., 1988) that are useful in this regard.
The MCNP manual (Briesmeister, 1997) can be used, but it is extensive and primarily written
for intermediate or expert Monte Carlo practitioners. The XTM Division of Los Alamos
National Laboratory, which is responsible for MCNP, often gives short courses for beginning
users and this is probably an optimum way to get started when viable for the individual. To
obtain information on these courses, contact Judith Briesmeister (Briesmeister, 1996).

There are still special cases where specific purpose Monte Carlo codes are best. This is true
when the code is to be used often for the same problem and one can be written that is more
efficient than a general purpose code or that can be run on an available computer with less
memory. This might occur when the problem of interest is one in which a great deal of
forcing variance reduction (Gardner et al., 1996) can be used or when the expected value is an
optimum variance reduction technique (Mickael et al., 1988) as it is in X ray or gamma ray
gauging or tomography problems that involve a lot of collimation. One of the additional
advantages of writing your own specific purpose Monte Carlo code is the increased
fundamental understanding that is obtained when this is done.
4. DUAL-GAUGE APPROACHES
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Probably the most important problem encountered in nuclear gauging is that of measurement
interferences. Assuming that a radiation gauge has a single response and is designed to
measure a single sample parameter such as thickness or density, the response of the radiation
gauge can be expressed as a function of the sample parameter to be measured. In general,
radiation gauge response depends not only on the sample parameter of interest, but also on
other sample and environmental parameters (such as sample composition and position) that
represent measurement interferences. So in reality we have a function that mathematically
represents a radiation gauge as:

R =f(x, u, v, w,...)

where R is the gauge response (usually counting rate in counts/s), x is the parameter to be
measured (usually mass thickness in g/cm2), and u, v, w,... represent variables that
characterise the measurement interferences. However, problems in the use of radiation gauges
are inverse in the sense that parameters of interest are being determined from measured
responses:

x = F (R, u, v, w,...)

where F is the inverse function of/ Most gauge response models are very complex and it is
often necessary to simulate them by using numerical methods or the Monte Carlo approach.
In any case it is good practice to simulate the raw response directly since the appropriate error
analysis is straightforward when this approach is used.

It is important to express radiation gauge accuracy in terms of the measured variable. Using
the usual Taylor series approximation for uncorrelated, independently determined variables,
the variance (the square of the standard deviation) of the measured variable x is given by:

<t(x) = (dF/dR)2J(R) + (dF/du)W(u) +

It is assumed here that this standard deviation is identical to the gauge error. There are two
components to this standard deviation; one is the reciprocal of the gauge sensitivity as
represented by the partial derivative term and the other is the standard deviation of the gauge
response. Large sensitivities and small gauge response standard deviations yield small gauge
errors. The variance of the radiation gauge response consists of statistical counting rate
fluctuation variances that are normally Poisson distributed and electronic instability variances
that are normally taken as Gaussian distributed. The latter requires that one use the general
estimator to determine it. To design a radiation gauge that is less sensitive to measurement
interferences, the optimum design parameters should be chosen in such a way that the
variance given by the previous equation is minimised with respect to both the gauge response
variance and the variances of each measurement interference.

To use a radiation gauge that is subject to measurement interferences for measuring the
parameter of interest, there are several possible approaches, including: (1) keeping the
measurement interferences constant at fixed values during calibration and subsequent
measurement; (2) making independent measurements of the measurement interferences and
calibrating for all possible interferences that might be encountered; (3) using a dual or
multiple radiation gauge in which the individual gauge responses are modelled and these
models are solved simultaneously for the sample parameter of interest independent of the
measurement interferences; and (4) combinations of these.
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As mentioned before one method of eliminating or at least minimising measurement
interferences is the dual- or multiple-gauge approach in which the individual gauge responses
are modelled and these models are solved simultaneously for the sample parameter of interest
independent of the measurement interferences. This assumes that the individual gauges have
different relative sensitivities to the sample parameter of interest and the variable or variables
that characterise the measurement interference or interferences and that there are as many
individual gauges plus one as measurement interferences.

Although dual nuclear gauge techniques have been in use since at least 1960, a unified
approach to their use was only put forward recently by the authors (Gardner, Dobbs,
Szalanski, and Verghese, 1993). In that paper a fairly extensive review is given first of
nuclear radiation dual-gauge techniques in the literature, then a detailed description of the
measurement chi-square (X2M) approach is given, and finally, an example application
involving X ray transmission and backscatter gauges for measuring aluminium sheet
thickness is treated. The reader is referred to that paper for more details — only a brief review
is given here.

A number of dual-gauge techniques have been developed over the years. The earliest
application identified by the authors was that of Gray, Clarey, and Beamer (1960) in which
beta-particle transmission and backscatter gauges were used simultaneously to measure the
hydrogen content of hydrocarbon liquids independent of their composition (other than
hydrogen). Soon after this, dual-gauge techniques were apparently independently developed
for gamma-radiation backscatter gauges for road bed density and formation density in oil
wells and for neutron moderation gauges for hydrogen (or water) content in road beds and
formation porosity in oil wells. The oil well logging dual-gauge applications have been
routinely used while the road bed applications have not. Recently, the application of X ray
transmission and backscatter gauges for measuring aluminium sheet thickness has become of
considerable commercial interest. Each of these applications used different approaches to
modeling the gauge responses and solving them for the measurement parameters of interest.

The measurement chi-square (X2M) approach is an attempt to unify dual- or multiple-gauge
techniques. The basic idea was adapted from the usual x2 approach that is used in the
weighted least-squares analysis for determining model parameters (like the coefficients of
polynomials). In this case the measurement chi-square is defined as:

^ 2 _ {RxE-RxM? . {R-1E ~ R-7M)2 ^
AM — 5 •" " 9 ' •"•

where the RIE, RIM, R-2E, and R2M are the first gauge experimental response, the first gauge
model response, the second gauge experimental response, the second gauge model response,
... and the <r/, 02, ••• are the expected variances of the experimental responses for the
individual gauges, respectively. The responses are all functions of the parameter to be
measured and the measurement interferences. The variances are functions of both the
counting rate statistical fluctuations and the gauge instabilities, as previously mentioned.

One uses the X2M approach by varying the measurement parameter of interest and a parameter
(or parameters) that is representative of the measurement interference until either a minimum
or zero is obtained. Since nuclear radiation gauge models are often transcendental and,
therefore, the explicit solution for the measurement parameter of interest is the solution to
another transcendental equation, there is usually no disadvantage to using this trial-and-error
iterative approach insofar as the mathematical solution for the measurement parameter of
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interest is concerned. However, there are major advantages in using this approach for other
aspects of the problem. First of all, the nuclear radiation gauge models required are "forward"
models and, therefore, are expressed in their most natural way. This means that one can
continue to develop and improve the models essentially independent of their solution or
solution difficulty. It also means that the models treat the actual responses of the nuclear
radiation gauges directly and, therefore, their experimental error structure is applicable
directly to the model responses. Finally, the actual X2M values, particularly the ratio of the
individual gauge contributions, can be used for on-line "detective" work in that one can
determine when the measurement interference significantly changes.

There are a number of ways (three are discussed here) that the X2M approach can be used. The
first of these (Use 1) is for a single measurement in which both the measurement parameter of
interest and the measurement interference or interferences are varied simultaneously until a
zero X2M is obtained. This use assumes that one can represent all the measurement
interferences adequately by a single parameter for each and that simultaneous values of the
measurement parameter of interest and the measurement interference (or interferences) exist
that yield model values of the gauge responses that are exactly equal to the experimental
values obtained. This use is probably the most difficult to implement since there are a number
of problems that can be encountered. One problem is that the experimental responses may
statistically fluctuate to higher or lower values than the models allow. Another is that the X2M
values do not usually approach zero with changes in the searched parameters in a manner
conducive to easy solution. They often approach zero in a steepening manner that is difficult
to follow by ordinary means. The authors have investigated the use of a modified version of a
multi-variable Newton-Raphson search for this use that appears to work quite well. Another
problem with this use is that it can be shown that the solution in this case is independent of
the variances of each measurement — so both model responses always have equal weight in
this case. Considering all these problems it is best to avoid this use whenever possible.

The second (Use 2) is for a sequential set of measurements which can all be assumed to have
the same known fixed measurement interference or interferences. In this case the
measurement parameter of interest is varied for the known fixed measurement interference(s)
until a minimum X2M is obtained. This may seem to be a trivial case at first look since when
the measurement interferences are known and fixed a dual-gauge approach is not necessary.
However, use of the X2M approach in this case provides one very important feature — the
individual gauges are used in an optimum way for best accuracy over the entire range of the
measurement parameter of interest. The search technique is a simple Newton-Raphson search
since the X2M hypersurface behaves very well in this case.

The third (Use 3) is for a sequential set of measurements which can all be assumed to have
the same fixed but unknown measurement interferences. In this case one searches on
individual values of the measurement parameter of interest for each measurement and a fixed
value of the measurement interference or interferences for the entire set to obtain a minimum
average chi-square (X2M) value. Note that this case uses the previous case as an inner loop
search on the measurement parameter of interest while an additional outer loop search is
made on the measurement interference values. This case is the most common and, fortunately,
the X2M hypersurface is quite well behaved in this case. The search technique developed by
the authors involves a combined model linearization and steepest gradient method. Other
specialized uses exist in which the measurement interference or interferences are of primary
interest and Uses 2 and 3 are actually reversed. These are discussed in more detail in the
reference by Gardner, Dobbs, Szalanski, and Verghese (1993).
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The application of this approach of primary interest to the authors has been the combined
X ray transmission and backscatter measurement of aluminium alloy sheet thickness in the
presence of unknown variations in alloy composition. This is the application that was treated
in detail in the paper by Gardner, Dobbs, Szalanski, and Verghese (1993). This interest
originated from a desire to improve the thickness measurement accuracy from about 1 or 2%
to 0.1%. It was found that unknown variations in alloy composition as small as 0.15%
magnesium, 0.64% silicon, 0.024% titanium, 0.017% chromium, 0.015% manganese, 0.013%
iron, 0.010% copper, and 0.009% zinc individually introduce thickness error measurements as
large as 0.1% when a single X ray transmission gauge is used for thickness measurement.

The measurement chi-square (X2
M) approach was applied to this problem based on

experimental data provided by Gouel, Outhwaite, and Burnett (1992) who pursued the
commercial development of this device along with Alcoa. The plan pursued by Gardner,
Dobbs, Szalanski, abd Verghese (1993) was to use "nominal" compositions of the alloys and
assume that changes in the copper content would adequately approximate all the composition
variation. First, fairly elaborate and universal semi-empirical models were developed for both
the transmission and backscatter X ray gauges. For the transmission gauge the model was:

t=i

where R-r(t) is the normalised response given by:

R (t) =

RT{0) - RT(OO)

with the "hat" responses referring to raw counting rate data and the Ai and //, being the
exponential coefficients and total linear coefficients for the ith X ray energy, respectively.
The Aj implicitly contain the total X ray intensity, the relative abundance of the zth X ray
energy, the detection efficiency for the ith X ray energy, and the geometrical yield of the
gauge. The ju, are the total linear attenuation coefficients for the ith X ray energy for the
sample composition and density of interest. It is obtained from:

where p is the sample density in g/cm3, Wj is the weight fraction in the sample of element 7",
and (|i/p)j/ is they'th elemental cross section in cm2/g of the ith X ray energy. Tables of (ji/p),y
as a function of X ray energy are readily available. The density p can be obtained for
aluminium alloys from the relationship:

where the/y is an empirical factor for the7th element.
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The authors found that the optimum number of X ray energies for representing the
transmission model for an X ray machine operating at 36 kV was five for the method of
determining the Ai that was used. The energies used were 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 keV.
Experimental results were available for 19 alloys including the 1100, 1145, 1199, 2024, 2036,
3003, 3004, 3105, 5005, 5082, 5182, 6009, 6010, 7021, 7046, 7072, 7146, and 7178 alloys.
The reduced chi-square (xV value for all 19 alloys for a range of thicknesses from zero to O.S
cm was 6.02 when a standard deviation on each data point of 1% was used. When the worst
six alloys were removed from consideration the reduced chi-square became 0.206. They were
Alloys 1199, 2024, 7021, 7046, 7146, and 7178. Table 1 lists all results. It should be noted
that as one would expect very small changes in the alloy compositions make a big difference
in how well they fit. Therefore, it is believed that the model is quite good and that the six
alloys that fit poorly probably do so because their composition is not known well enough.

TABLE 1: MODEL COEFFICIENTS Ab THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS a (Ai),
EXPONENTIAL TERM LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS R, AND THE REDUCED
CHI-SQUARE (X2

V) FOR THE 19 AND 13 ALLOY CASES FOR THE X RAY
TRANSMISSION THICKNESS GAUGE.

Case

19 Alloys

13 Alloys

i

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

Ai

0.017029
0.148415
0.559469
0.211402
0.063441

0.018418
0.159540
0.525616
0.253523
0.042957

C(AO

0.00695
0.01100
0.00800
0.00408
0.00105

0.00990
0.02090
0.02420
0.01880
0.00643

R

0.303
0.652
0.972
0.979
0.923

0.437
0.798
0.995
0.979
0.945

A v

6.02

0.206

The general model proposed by the authors for the backscatter X ray gauge was:

RB(t) = E5t-(^//t0[l

where Rs(t) is the normalised response given by:

RB(oo) - RB(0)
with the "hat" responses referring to raw counting rate data and the 2?,, ot. and fit being the
exponential term coefficients, the scatter coefficient, and the "effective' total linear
attenuation (for the original and scattered radiation) coefficients.

The authors found that the optimum number of X ray energies for representing the backscatter
model for an X ray machine operating at 36 kV was three for the method of determining the
Bi that was used. The energies used were 25, 30, and 35 keV. Experimental results were
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available for the same 19 alloys as for the transmission gauge results. The reduced chi-square
(X

2
V) value for all 19 alloys for a range of thicknesses from zero to 0.8 cm was 0.561 when a

standard deviation on each data point of 1% was used. Five of the worst six alloys were found
to be the same as those for the transmission gauge results. They were Alloys 2024, 7021,
7046, 7146, and 7178. When these alloys and Alloy 2036 were removed from consideration
the reduced chi-square became 0.0961. Table 2 lists all results. As in the transmission gauge
case very small changes in the alloy compositions make a big difference in how well they fit.
Therefore, it is believed that the backscatter model is also quite good and that the six alloys
that fit poorly probably do so because their composition is not known well enough.

TABLE 2: MODEL COEFFICIENTS Bh THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS a (Bf),
EXPONENTIAL TERM LINEAR CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS R, AND THE
REDUCED CHI-SQUARE (X

2
V) FOR THE 19 AND 13 ALLOY CASES FOR THE X RAY

TRANSMISSION THICKNESS GAUGE.

Case / Bj a(Bj) R X>v

19 Alloys 1 6.11064 0.646 0.964 0.561
2 9.30779 0.820 0.999
3 2.14238 0.301 0.957

6.11064
9.30779
2.14238

7.89274
6.72458
3.21424

0.646
0.820
0.301

0.806
1.070
0.409

13 Alloys 1 7.89274 0.806 0.937 0.0961
2 6.72458 1.070 0.999
3 3.21424 0.409 0.980

When the X2M approach was applied for the unadjusted nominal compositions of the 19 alloys
(Use 2) with the model parameters given in Tables 1 and 2, it was found that the average
relative error in the thickness measurement was 0.174% for the range of thicknesses from 0 to
0.8 cm. All alloy individual results were above 0.1% except Alloys 3004, 3105, and 6061.
When the X2M approach was applied using the parameters for the 13 alloys while adjusting the
copper weight fraction to simulate all composition variation (Use 3) the average relative error
in thickness improved to 0.078% with only three alloys (1199, 5082, and 7072) having values
greater than 0.1%.

Typical results for the model parameters obtained with a set of calibration standards for Alloy
3004 are shown in Table 3. This shows that this approach yields quite good results throughout
the entire range of thickness, but the best results are at the smaller thicknesses. The ratio
shown is for the transmission gauge contribution to the X2M value divided by the backscatter
gauge contribution. With the exception of the first two or three thicknesses, the X2M value is
dominated by the backscatter gauge contribution. This is true because the backscatter gauge
responses are essentially independent of thickness above a thickness of about 0.2 cm.

These results are very promising. It appears that slight improvements in the models and
composition analyses would yield the desired 0.1% accuracy. This could be done now by
simply using Ai and Bi coefficients determined for each individual alloy — which is practical,
but not as satisfactory as the use of the universal models. It appears that the optimum design
of many of the dual-gauge applications will involve a transmission and a backscatter gauge
since they complement each other extremely well. Dual transmission or dual backscatter
gauges do not generally provide such complementary responses — they are too much alike.
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This is particularly true if the measurement interference is composition — not so true for
sample position.

TABLE 3: TYPICAL RESULTS USING THE X2
M APPROACH FOR THE 3004 ALLOY

WITH THE CALIBRATION PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM 13 ALLOYS

Actual Thickness
(cm)

0.0000
0.1218
0.1637
0.2044
0.2448
0.2855
0.3096
0.3500
0.3907
0.4326
0.4733
0.5138
0.5544
0.5768
0.6172
0.6579
0.6998
0.7405
0.7880

Measured Thickness
(cm)

0.0000
0.1215
0.1636
0.2045
0.2450
0.2857
0.3098
0.3501
0.3906
0.4324
0.4729
0.5133
0.5540
0.5763
0.6169
0.6577
0.6996
0.7406
0.7816

Transmission to
Backscatter X2 M

Contribution

0.0000
0.8919
0.3406
0.1498
0.0722
0.0365
0.0249
0.0133
0.0073
0.0042
0.0026
0.0016
0.0079
0.0006
0.0004
0.0002
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

0.0000
0.0002
0.0166
0.0116
0.0263
0.0234
0.0167
0.0097
0.0251
0.0188
0.0117
0.0129
0.0432
0.0322
0.0354
0.0350
0.0412
0.0504
0.0318

It is likely that the use of the X2M approach would benefit many of the previous dual-gauge
applications. In particular, previous treatments such as using the ratios of two gauge
responses may be improved upon with this approach. Many other applications should be
amenable to this approach and triple or even quadruple gauges may find useful application in
the future.

5. GENERAL COMMENTS: EVOLVING STATUS

As it is difficult to assess the present status of the NCS industry in the USA, it is even more
difficult to assess the future or evolution of this industry. Therefore, it may be appropriate to
concentrate more on the author's desired evolution rather than speculate on what will actually
happen.
First of all the positive evolution of this industry — even its survival — depends on the
success of making regulatory costs less expensive while at the same time more effective. This
must be the number one goal of everyone that desires a healthy growing NCS industry in the
USA. All other goals are an order of magnitude less important.

One of the lesser goals is removing or at least minimising the proprietary philosophy of the
USA NCS industry. The author believes that this will make for a much healthier industry and,
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ironically, would probably help public perception and, indirectly, regulatory costs. Even if the
industry resists this change it can partly be brought about from outside sources. If University
and Government Laboratory personnel become more involved in the research and
development of NCS devices, their publications in the open literature will force the industry
to respond in a positive way.

Another lesser goal is removing the one-device-fits-all philosophy that now pervades the
USA NCS industry. The author sees that inroads are already being made in this case. In some
cases this is being done by the NCS user irLdustries. For example, Alcoa initiated the work
on the combined X ray transmission and backscatter gauges for eliminating or minimising the
composition dependence of X ray sheet thickness gauges. However, if the USA NCS industry
would initiate a policy of pursuing new and different applications on their own with their own
resources, the author believes that there would be many benefits. By building up a research
and development group that is capable of devising new application designs, these companies
would have a more versatile and perhaps more competent staff that could improve on their
primary product as well as better identify and capitalise on new markets. A part of this
problem appears to be the present popular short-term financial gain philosophy that is
pervading much of USA industry and causing drastic reductions in pure and even applied
research.

In the author's opinion other desirable goals would naturally follow if the three already
discussed are met. This would include: (1) a greater reliance on mathematical simulation
(including Monte Carlo simulation) and modeling and (2) increased use of the dual- or multi-
gauge approach for eliminating or minimising measurement interferences.
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